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Biaxial model of the surface anchoring of bent-core smectic liquid crystals
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In synclinically tilted smectic phases, bent-core liquid crystal molecules aligned with the director in the
plane of a cell boundary will, in general, have their molecular~bow! planes parallel to the boundary, normal to
it, or at a well-defined intermediate orientation. A model describing the interaction of such bent-core~banana-
shaped! molecules with planar surfaces that distinguishes energetically between molecules lying flat on the
surface and those oriented edge on is given by a biaxial modification of the uniaxial surface anchoring
expression used for chiral smectics of rod-shaped molecules. When combined with a field-induced straighten-
ing of the smectic layers, the model provides a mechanism for the transition from an analog to a bistable
director response observed electro-optically in the ferroelectric banana-shaped material (R,S)-MHOBOW.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent rediscovery of bent-core~banana-shaped! liq-
uid crystals@1# has stimulated a major research effort aim
at understanding their structures and phase behavior. W
smectic layers, the liquid crystal ordering is dominated
steric effects, with the molecules usually packing in a po
fashion. In tilted smectics this results in the formation
chiral ~anti!ferroelectric phases which reorient readily in a
plied electric fields. Indeed, many key insights into the fu
damental structures of the banana-shaped phases have
gleaned from the microscopic textures and electro-optic
sponses of thin cells.

For example, by studying the smectic-C-like B2 textures
@2# of the prototypical symmetric, achiral alkoxy banan
shaped NOBOW@3# ~see Fig. 1!, it was recognized that a
spontaneous symmetry breaking led to the formation
antiferroelectric domains of arbitrary chirality. The structu
of this SmCSPA phase was confirmed by electric field e
periments on freely suspended films with differing lay
numbers. The racemic asymmetric bent-core mate
(R,S)-MHOBOW ~see Fig. 1!, on the other hand, was de
signed to have a ferroelectric ground state, and the SmCSPF
structure has recently been confirmed with theB7 texture
@4#. Two different kinds of focal conic domain are observ
in virgin MHOBOW cells, both of which appear golden@see
Fig. 1~a!# in cells of thicknessd54 mm, corresponding to a
birefringenceDn;0.07. They both exhibit a chiral analo
response of the optic axis about the layer normal at
fields, although with different electro-optic susceptibilitie
Above some applied field threshold (Eth;10 V/mm), the
high susceptibility regions undergo a domain wall-mediat
first order transition to a bistable configuration with a bl
birefringence color (Dn;0.14) and a large apparent optic
tilt angle @u530°, Fig. 1~b!#. Applying a large field (E
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;20 V/mm) of one sign to this blue state leads to a sm
increase in the birefringence~the domains become green
Dn;0.16) with no observable change in the tilt angle, wh
applying the other sign of field causes the sample to sw
to the other side of the tilt cone. The original, low birefrin
gence, analog domains can be recovered by melting and
cooling the liquid crystal.

The ‘‘analog gold’’ to ‘‘bistable blue’’ transition of
(R,S)-MHOBOW is thought to be associated with an irr
versible straightening of the smectic layers@4#. In this paper
we propose a phenomenological model to describe this tr
formation using a biaxial extension of a uniaxial anchori
energy model previously developed for rod-shaped ch
smectic-C (SmC*) liquid crystals. In particular, the biaxia
model predicts a first order surface orientation transition
tween an analog state favored when the layers are sig
cantly tilted and bistable states preferred when the layer ti
small.

The tilted banana phases are in general optically biax
with the directorn ~which defines the smectic tilt cone!
along the direction of largest refractive index, given appro
mately by the orientational average of the molecular bo
string unit vectors. TheB2 andB7 phases appear to haveC2
symmetry, with the tilt plane~containing n and the layer
normal ẑ) perpendicular to the polarizationP. The polariza-
tion is parallel tob and thus resembles an arrow fitted to t
molecular bow@Fig. 2~a!#. As usual, thec director is the
projection ofn onto the smectic layer plane.

Tilted layering has been postulated in several bent-c
systems. For example, Ja´kli et al. have reported that me
chanical shearing gives uniform textures in someB2 cells,
but with the layers uniformly tilted at an angled relative to
the cell normal@5,6#. With tilted layers, the ferroelectric cou
pling with an applied fieldE is minimized when the polar-
ization ~which is confined to the layer plane! reorients to
align as well as possible with the field@towardf50, where
f is the azimuth shown in Fig. 2~b!#. By analogy with well-
©2001 The American Physical Society06-1
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FIG. 1. ~Color! Structures of
the bent-core liquid crystals
NOBOW and MHOBOW and po-
larized light microscope texture
in a 4 mm cell of (R,S)-
MHOBOW. ~a! Golden focal
conic texture before application o
a field. ~b! Bistable blue domains
growing from gold upon applica-
tion of a field E.Eth

;10 V/mm. The horizontal di-
mension of each image is abou
80 mm.
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studied chevron SmC* structures@7#, it has been propose
that when sufficiently large electric fields are applied to ce
of smectic banana-shaped molecules~including MHOBOW!,
the layers tend to stand up@4,6# in order to lower the ferro-
electric energy even more.

II. MODEL

If we ignore any variations of the director field across t
thickness of the cell, the molecular orientation and hence
electro-optic response are largely determined by the sur
conditions. Banana-shaped molecules have polar bia
symmetry and, as we will see, when initially tilted laye
stand up an anchoring model that includes biaxial anisotr
gives a discontinuous surface transition from an analog s
~with the director reorienting about the bottom of the t
03170
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cone! to a bistable configuration~with the director stabilized
at either side of the cone!.

Each banana-shaped molecule might be considered
comprising two rodlike halves, rigidly joined together, wi
each interacting separately with the surface. Since each
is polar ~because of the different chemical environments
its ends! this interaction has an instrinsic polar compone
In this picture, the effective anchoring depends on the tilts
each half relative to the substrate. These can in turn be
lated to the molecular orientation, which is described in g
eral by two rotations, about axes along and perpendicula
the director.

It is more convenient to imagine effectively lathelike mo
ecules imbued with a polarity arising from their true molec
lar bow shape. We assume that the director is confined to
tilt cone, and consider both nonpolar~nematic! @8# and polar
~chiral! @9# contributions to the anchoring energy of a bana
6-2
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BIAXIAL MODEL OF THE SURFACE ANCHORING OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 031706
phase with uniform synclinic tilt (SmCSP). At the bottom
surface of the cell, for example, a biaxial liquid crystal m
terial has an areal energy density

f s52g1~cos2 c!2g2 cosd cosf

2g4 cosd cosc~cos 4f1b cos 2f!, ~1!

where g1 and g2 are, respectively, the nonpolar and po
surface energy anisotropies,c is the angle between the d
rector n and the surface, andg4 is the biaxial potential.g1
.0 favors director orientation parallel to the bounding pla
~planar alignment!, while g1,0 favors the director perpen
dicular to the plates~homeotropic alignment!. A positive
~negative! value of g2 favors P pointing out of ~into! the
liquid crystal sample at the cell surfaces@10#. A positive g4
favors equally the director orientations at the top, botto
and sides of the tilt cone (f5np/2, wherenPZ), while a
positive biaxial bias b lowers the energy of the two
‘‘bistable’’ states. The geometric prefactors ensure that
biaxial term vanishes if either the layer normal or the direc
is perpendicular to the cell surfaces. The elevation anglec is
given implicitly @11# by

cos2 c5cos2 d cos2 u1sin2 u2cos2 d sin2 u sin2 f

1
1

2
sin 2u sin 2d sinf,

whereu is the usual smectic-C tilt angle andd the layer tilt.
The external field is applied normal to the plates (E5Eŝ),
with the component parallel to the layers beingE cosd x̂.
The azimuthal orientation ofc on the tilt cone@see Fig. 2~b!#

is determined byf, the angle betweenP and x̂. The electro-
static energy density of the cell~ignoring dielectric and po-
larization self-field contributions! is

FIG. 2. ~a! Geometry of tilted polar smectic phases of bo
shaped molecules. The directorn is represented by the line joinin
the ends of the molecule, and the projection ofn onto the smectic
layer plane defines thec director (—u ). The spontaneous polariza
tion P is along theC2 symmetry axisb perpendicular to the tilt
plane.~b! Cell with tilted layers. The polarization azimuth is give
by f and the layer tilt byd.
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P•E52PEdcosf cosd. ~2!

We note that the component of the polarizationP normal to
the bounding plates (P cosd ) appears both here and, implic
itly, in the polar anchoring term in Eq.~1!. In the absence of
layer tilt (d50), Eq. ~1! reduces to

f s52g1@C cos 2f1~12C!#2g2 cosf

2g4 cosc~cos 4f1b cos 2f!,

whereC5(sin2 u)/2. If we ignore the constant term and s
the biaxialityg450, this expression reduces to the famili
uniaxial free energy density found in the literature@9,11,13#.

We now return to the full anchoring potential for biaxi
molecules as embodied in Eq.~1!. For the sake of illustra-
tion, we first consider a biaxial nematic phase, shown in F
3~a!. We can use a mechanical analogy to compare unia

FIG. 3. Biaxial director anchoring.~a! Mechanical analogy of
liquid crystal anchoring using rods of different cross sections re
ing on a planar surface. For uniaxial molecules (g450, left! rota-
tions about the molecular long axis are degenerate, whereas bi
molecules have four stable orientations separated by potential
riers (g4Þ0, middle!, of which two minima may be energeticall
favored (bÞ0, right!. Planar-aligned banana-shaped nematic m
ecules preferentially orient either flat on the cell substrate (b,0) or
edge on (b.0), both states having the directorn parallel to the
substrate. The molecules’ effective biaxial shapes are drawn su
imposed on their steric cross sections for each case.~b! Anchoring
in tilted smectics. In a cell with arbitrarily tilted layers, the uniaxi
molecules shown at left prefer the planar state~the gray circles
represent the tips of the anchored molecules!. In the case of bent-
core molecules, the biaxial anchoring biases the director orienta
away from being parallel to the glass, in principle favoring t
monostable~analog! configuration whenb,0 and the bistable con
figuration if b.0, although the relative stability of these two stat
also depends on the layer tilt and applied field. The view is alo
the plane of the glass surface~horizontal bar! toward the apexes o
the tilt cones.
6-3
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and biaxial ‘‘molecules’’ resting on a planar surface: rou
molecules have degenerate anchoring while those with
proximately square or rectangular cross sections have
tinct orientationally preferred states separated by energy
riers. For nematics with g1.0, where n orients
preferentially parallel to the surface (c50), banana-shape
nematic molecules will align either flat or edge on to t
glass~depending on the sign of the biaxial biasb).

Similarly, in the SmC phase, where the molecules a
geometrically confined to the tilt cone, the biaxialityg4 in-
troduces a fourfold anisotropy in the azimuthal anchor
potential that distinguishes energetically, in the simpl
case, between planar-aligned molecules with theirc-director
orientations perpendicular and parallel to the glass.

The general case of anchoring in a SmC cell with tilted
layers and favoring planar anchoring of the director (g1
.0) is illustrated in Fig. 3~b!. In the absence of biaxiality
(g450) and ignoring the polar anchoring for now (g250),
the director orients preferentially parallel to the glassc
50), the minimum energy states being defined by the in
sections of the tilt cone with the surface. Molecular biaxi
ity, however, in general prefers different azimuthal orien
tions, with the director either at the top or bottom of the
cone, or near the sides~at the same positions favored by th
polar surface anisotropyg2), as indicated in the figure.

FIG. 4. Free energy density of a smectic-C cell f (f) as a func-
tion of layer tilt d for uniaxial ~left! and biaxial~right! molecules.
Highly tilted layers favor the monostable~analog! state atf5p/2
in both cases. As the tilt is reduced, however, the energy of
bistable states eventually becomes smaller. In uniaxial syst
@plots ~a! to ~d!# this transition is continuous, whereas in biaxi
systems@plots ~e! to ~h!# there is a critical tilt below which the
bistable states are favored and the orientational transition is
order. Withu530°, g152, PE50, g450.2, andb50.1, the tran-
sition is at a layer tiltd;16°. Solid~empty! circles or ovals sym-
bolize stable~unstable! orientations of the molecules.
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The dependence of the total free energy densityf (f)
5 f e1( f s on director azimuth in the absence of applied fie
varies with layer tilt as shown in Fig. 4 for both uniaxial an
biaxial systems. With a large layer tilt~i.e., whend is com-
parable to the SmC cone angleu) we see that the most stab
state in either system is atf5p/2, where the director is a

e
s

st

FIG. 5. Stability plot for uniformly aligned biaxial banana mo
ecules in a cell with tilted layers in an applied field. Even in t
absence of field, bistability (f50 or p) is favored for sufficiently
small layer tilt (d→0). The parameters used areu530°, g152,
g450.2, andb50.1. Solid ovals symbolize stable orientations
the molecules.

FIG. 6. Free energy density of the cellf (f) as a function of
applied fieldE with fixed layers. With moderately tilted layers, th
monostable~analog! state atf5p/2 is favored in the absence o
applied field. AsE is increased, one of the bistable states (f;0),
with the director at the side of the tilt cone, becomes more stable
this example,u530°, d525°, g152, g450.2, andb50.1. Solid
ovals denote the stable orientations of the molecules.
6-4
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FIG. 7. ~Color! Reversible
birefringence enhancement i
bistable blue states of (R,S)-
MHOBOW. ~a! Ferroelectric do-
mains are blue (Dn;0.14) when
E50. ~b! An applied field
(E510 V/mm) temporarily
changes the birefringence color t
green (Dn;0.16), without dis-
cernibly affecting the optic axis
orientation. The cell thickness is
d54 mm and the polarizer and
analyzer are oriented as show
The horizontal dimension is ap
proximately 50 mm.
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the bottom of the tilt cone, corresponding to the ana
electro-optic state. In the biaxial casef50 is metastable
under these circumstances. Asd→0, the favored orientation
changes continuously to 0 orp in the uniaxial system~left!,
whereas in the biaxial case~right! there is a threshold tilt
(d;16° in this example! below which states on the sides
the tilt cone ~corresponding to the usual optically bistab
states of surface stabilized ferroelectric liquid crystals@12#!
are energetically preferred. A nonzero biaxial biasb seems
physically likely in banana phases given the anisotro
cross section of the molecules, although it is not necessa
include this in the theory to obtain a first order orientation
transition.

The relative stability of the monostable and bistable sta
also depends, in general, on the applied field and the p
anchoring, whose energy terms, as we pointed out ear
have the same functional dependence on layer orienta
and can in some cases be lumped together. By combi
Eqs.~1! and~2! and including both cell surfaces~assumed to
be identical, so that the polar anchoring terms cancel!, we
obtain the stability diagram of Fig. 5, from which we see th
for a given applied field there is a well-defined maximu
layer tilt above which the monostable state is energetic
favored. We thus propose that when MHOBOW cells a
exposed only to small external fields, the layers remain
nificantly tilted and the field modulates the director arou
its monostable orientation at the bottom of the tilt cone. On
the layer tilt has been reduced, however, the bistable st
are preferred. The essential effect of the biaxiality is thus
create an energy barrier between the analog and bistabl
rector orientations that is not present in uniaxial chiral sm
tics ~where this transition is continuous!.

The variation of the total free energy densityf (f) with
applied field is illustrated for the case of fixed layers in F
6. We see that a sufficiently large field always favors one
the bistable states. However, high electric fields not o
drive the director to the sides of the tilt cone: they simul
neously cause the smectic layers to stand up. When the
ers have been driven sufficiently vertical, the state with
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director at the bottom of the tilt cone no longer minimiz
the free energy and the system finds itself instead in
bistable region~to the left of the diagonal stability line in
Fig. 5! for any applied field. During subsequent field reve
sals the director does not linger at the bottom of the tilt co
but switches completely from one side to the other.

An alternative possible explanation for the observed tr
sition from analog to bistable electro-optic switching beha

FIG. 8. Birefringence enhancement with field.~a! Thermal fluc-
tuationsf rms of the director on the tilt cone are partially quench
by an applied electric field.~b! This in turn reduces the averag
pretilt c rms of the optic axis and leads~c! to an increase in the
overall birefringenceDn.
6-5
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ior is that large applied fieldsE.Eth could, in principle
without affecting the layers, drive the director all the way
the side of the tilt cone, where it could get trapped in
metastable state upon removal of the field. This seems t
unlikely in our cells, though, because there seems to be
field treatment that allows the bistable blue state ever to
vert to analog gold electro-optics. In addition, since t
threshold field for switching between the bistable blue sta
is considerably smaller thanEth , it seems probable that th
transition from analog gold to bistable blue is accompan
by a significant structural change, with a straightening of
layers being the most likely modification.

Finally, we address the field-induced increase in the o
cal birefringence of the bistable blue state illustrated in F
7. The transition from blue to green is continuous and reve
ible and occurs with no change in the apparent tilt angle.
propose that the applied electric field couples to the spo
neous polarization to partially quench the thermal fluct
tions in the molecular orientation, which in turn increases
effective birefringence of the cell. For a field favoringf
50, the mean square amplitude of the azimuthal fluctuati
of the director on the tilt cone is given by@14#

^df~r !2&'
kBTqc

4p2K
F12

1

jqc
tan21 jqcG

whereK is a Frank elastic constant,kBT the thermal energy
and j5(K/PE)1/2 the electric field correlation length. Tak
ing the cutoff wave vectorqc52p/l , with l 550 Å com-
o

n.

es

-
qu
e

rk

.

E
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parable to the molecular length, and assumingK5(5
31027)sin2 u erg/cm withu530° gives an rms fluctuation
amplitude in the absence of fielddf rms'35° @Fig. 8~a!#. The
applied field reduces the magnitude of these fluctuatio
which in turn decreases the rms pretiltc of the optic axis
@Fig. 8~b!#. The effective birefringence then varies approx
mately as

Dn~c!5ne~c!2no

5F neno

Ano
2 cos2 c1ne

2 sin2 c
2noG .

This index anisotropy is a sensitive function of the~satu-
rated! refractive indices, parameters that are essentially
known for most banana-shaped molecules. Takingne51.73
and no51.50, we find@see Fig. 8~c!# that a field of about
20 V/mm applied to an FLC with the polarization o
(R,S)-MHOBOW (P5315 nC/cm2) increases the effective
birefringence by an amount in qualitative agreement w
experiment.
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